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Flocking and the Principle of Pessimal Performance 

G. C. Nooney 

Abstract 

Flocking is due to self-serving behavior by individual animals that 

are prey, and flocking implies selective advantage. This is shown by 

use of the Principle of Pessimal Performance, which has other applications. 
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The tendency of certain species that are prey toward forming flocks has 

been studied in rather great detail (Vine, 1971; Hamilton, 1969). These 

studies conclude after considerable geometric effort that self-serving be

havior by the individual animal leads to flocking and that flocking confers 

selective advantage. These studies overlook, however, a basic biological 

law from which these conclusions effortlessly follow. This law is expressed 

in the PrinGiple of Pessimal Performance. 

I shall without loss of generality consider sheep for the animals that 

are prey• Each sheep must be alert for wolves and actually must search 

for wolves. Of course rio sheep wants to find a wolf. The Principle of 

Pessimal Performance dictates then that each sheep will search in the worst 

way. This obviously leads to all sheep of the group searching in the same 

place simultaneously. The result is a flock. 

Note that the formation of the flock is independent of the search, 

attack, and feeding methods of the predator. It is even independent of the 

current existence of a predator, for should he not exist, the sheep would 

merely believe that their mariner of searching had attained an absolute 

pessimum. However, experimental evidence shows that in the continued absence 

of predators, this believed absolute pessimum is somewhat unstable. Thus 

does the presence of a herder, by holding predators away, require the presence 

of dogs as substitute predators to maintain flock formation. Sheep dogs, then, 

are necessary only in the absence of true predators. Moreover, since the 

searching mechanism of the sheep is mainly visual, pessimal search requires 

that the sheep be flocked with lowered heads. Thus the Principle of Pessimal 

Performance not only explains the flocking of sheep and the need for dogs 

but also provides a strong theoretical basis for the sheep appearing to be 

grazing animals. (I doubt that, unaided by experiment, the Principle could 

provide proof that sheep actually graze.) It might be argued by the more 

timid scientist that the truly pessimal visual search is made with closed 

eyes. To this I would reply that the sheep, at least, have eyes open enough 

to see the difference between pessimal search and no search. 
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Now that the essential, pessimal nature of flocking has been revealed, 

the selective advantage of flocking follows, again effortlessly, from the 

recognition that pessimal search by sheep for wolves is equivalent to pessimal 

search by wolve.s for sheep. This duality suggests the intimate connection 

between the Principle of Pessimal Performance and the theory of games. Indeed, 

the minimax theory of the Principle has fascinating applications in the area 

of strategic beh~vior, ranging from mutual nuclear deterrence to selection 

from the pastry tray. 

Human manifestations of the Principle abound. There are the examples of 

the flocking of income tax returns at the last moment for filing them and of 

the flocking on highways by returning city-dwellers late Sunday evenings. 

But the Principle is not restricted to flocking behavior. Its application 

embraces much of psychiatry (the case is common, for instance, of the criminal 

who wants to be apprehended), and the Principle forms the basis for much 

psychoanalytic theory (Freud, 1924). Politics offers many examples of the 

Principle of Pessimal Performance, and it is in politics and war where the 

dialectical essence of the Principle may be best savored (Hegel, 1817; Marx, 

1894; Sulzberger, 1971). 
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